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Abstract
Let F = GF(p)
polynomials
hyperelliptic

be a prime field of characteristic

p>2.

Let P(x)

and

P'(x)

be

over F satisfying P' (x) P(x) . Denote by K= F(x,y) and K'= F (x,y)
function fields defined by y 2= P( x ) and y 2= P' (x) over F respectively.

Then we give a condition

for

P(x) and

P' (x) such that

the L-function

of K is

divisible by the one of K'.
1.

Introduction

Let F GF(p) be a prime field of characteristic p> 2. Let g be a positive
integer. Denote by P(x) a polynomial over F of the form P(x) = x 2g+1+1 where
(2g+1, p) =1 or of the form P(x)= x (x2g+ 1) where (2g, p) =1 and by K= F (x, y)
a hyperelliptic function field defined by y2=P(x) over F. Assume that, in the case
P(x) =x20-H-1, there exists m EN satisfying pm —1 (mod 4g+2) and that, in
the case P(x)=x(x2g+1), there exists m EN satisfying
1 or 1 + 2g (mod 4g).
Then, in [3, 4, 6] , we have studied the L-function L(u) of K and shown that
L(u) is given by
L(u) =

11+(pu2)9Y21bi

for suitable positive integers a,
and even
As is well-known, the class number h of K is given by h=L(1) , (see Eichler
[1] , and Hasse [2]). So we can get
h=
In this note, as the application
and the class number relation,
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ti+p"121').
of these formulas

to both the L-function

relation

we will prove the following theorems.
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THEOREM 1. Let g be a positive integer such that (fp) =1 where f=2g+1.
Assume that there exists m e N such that p

EE ‑1 (mod 2f) and that there exists
n e V such that (p"‑1, 2f)=2 (p"‑1, f)>2. put f (p"‑1, f). Denote by J( F(x, y)

and K' = F(x, y) hyperelliptic function fields defined by y2=xf+ I and y2=xf(+1 over
F respectively. Then the L‑function ofK is divisible by the one ofK.

THEOREM 2. Let g be a positive integer such that (fp) = I where f=2g. Assume

that there exists m e such that p":E‑1 or 1+2g (mod 2f) and that there exists
n eN such that (p"‑1, 2f)=2 (p ‑1, f)>2. put f'= (p"‑1, f). Denote by K= Fix, y)
and K

F (x, y) hyperelliptic function fields defined by y2=x (xf+1) and y'=x(xf'

+ 1) over F respectively. Then the Lfunction ofK is divisible by the on'e ofK'.

The following result follows at once from Theorems I and 2.

COROLLARY. Notations and assumtions being same as in Theorem I or 2, the class
number ofK is divisible by the one ofK'.

Remark. Madan [5] has got the divisibility relation between L‑functions in
Galois extension of algebraic function fields. In our case of Theorem 1, K is an
algebraic (not necessarily Galois) extension of K' and our consideration is done

without relating to him because we treat very special type of algebraic function
fields. Also, in our case, the quotient of the L‑function of K divided by the one of
K' is given explicitely and so is the quotient of the class numbers.

2. Notations and Some Lemmas
In this section we will review some notations and their properties which were

obtained in [6]. Let g be a positive integer and p a prime number. Put f=2g

+1 or f 2g Then we assume that there exrsts m e

satrsfymg p E‑1(mod

2j) for f 2g+1 or that there exists m e l satisfying p E‑1 or 1+f (mod 2f)
for f=2g. Moreover denote by h the minimum of such m's.
We write, for every n e

l ,

(p 1 2j), ( =(p" I f)
and set

D={(

' nef
, el = 2(5: >2}

",
and o!=#D (the cardinal nurnber of the set D).

Furthermore, for each dj eD, we denote by nj the minimum of n's such that
e =2(5:*=2 dj. By renumbering, we may assume that

nl < n2< ･･‑
'

and we put

N= {nl, n2 . }. D={dl' d2."", d.}.

""

n'p
= (" 't>2}
= (p={ ‑d'l'
1, f) d'2.'
. Moreover
e ,ande'd't =26
' we set
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where dj = ( j . These defmrtrons lead to the followmg lemmas

LEMMA l. ( i ) If nj eN then 2 1 nj and nj is the. minimum of n's satisfying
p EEI (mod 2 dj) .

(ii) Letdi, dj eD; then di I dj < > ni I nj.

(m) Let d eD and n e l ; then dj I (

c > n I n

LEMMA 2. ( i ) IfphE‑1 (mod2f) then p"j/2 ‑̲1 (mod2dj) forall njeN.
( ii ) Iff 2g and pkE1+f (mod 2f) then p"j/2=1+dj (mod2dj) for all l j eN.

3. Proofs of Theorems
Let the assumptions and notations be same as in Theorem I or 2 and in S 2.
Since (p ‑1, 2f)=2(p"‑1, f)>2 and f'=(p"‑1, f), there exist dleD= {dl, d2.' '
･'. d.} and nleN={nl, n2." ' '. n } satisfying f'=dl= (p"I‑1, f). We will put
k' = nl /2 .

Then Lemma I shows that 2 f is the minimum of n's satisfying p" EI (mod

2f) and Lemma 2 also shows that if pkE‑1 (mod 2f) then ph'E‑1 (mod 2f)
and if pkEE:1+f (mod 2f) then pk'E 1+f' (mod 2f) . So we can define e' .
D' and N' in place of e , (

We write e'

= (p"‑1, 2f'). ( '

= (p"‑1, f ) for every n e

",
D'={
(
' '

where p=#D'.

l and put

･ ･, d'p } .

For d't e D'(1<= t p), we denote by n't the minimum of n's such that e'
2(

,

, D and N as follows.

=

= 2 d't ' By renumbering, we put

N={ n'l, n'2, ' ' ", n'p}

where n'l< n'2< ･' '‑
N(nj) ={ nieN; ni I nj} and D(dj) ={ dieN; di I dj} .
Then, from Lemma 1, we can easily prove the following lemma.
LEMMA 3. The sets N' and D' ,coincide with the sets N(nl) and D(dl)respectively.

PROOF Of THEOREM 1. Let L(u) be the L‑function of K. Then we get
L(u) = II { 1+ (pu2) j/2} bj
j= 1

p (ni,
2
where b.=
I nj)(di‑1)
. . (j=1,
. .,
a)
J nJ ^ieN( j)

and p (x, y ) means the M6bius function on N, i.e., p (x y) rs defmed by

( i ) p (x, y)=1 (xeN)
(ii) p (x, y) =0 (x, yeN, x/y)
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(iii)

p (x z) O (x yeN xl y x y)

'eN:"Iy

Moreover let L' (u) be the L‑function of K and p' (x, y ) the Mobius functron

on N'. Then we also obtain

L (u)=11{1+(pu2) "'j /2} b'j
j= 1

where b'j n'J
= I ,, n'j)p'(d't
(n,. ‑1) (j=1, 2,･･ ･ ･, p)

‑
.

'i, N'( 'j)

and N (n') ={ n'i eN ; n'i I n' } .

Lernma 3 Ieads to p' (x, y) =p(x, y) on JV and iV (n ) N(n )
So we see
{ b'l, b'2, ' ' ' ', b'p } c {bl, b2. ' ' ' ', ba}'

Therefore we have L' (u) I L(u). This completes the proof.

The proof of Theorem 2 is same as the above except for replacing di‑1 and
cri ‑1 by di and d'i .
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